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Any forecast must be based on reliable data. Oil data involves reserves and production, which 
are fairly unreliable. 
-1-production data: oil = crude oil or liquids? 
World oil production estimates (they are estimates as many countries lie and oil is badly 
defined) vary for 2002 in Mb/d  
World Oil crude/condensate   67.080 969  
Oil and Gas Journal crude  66.042 7  
BP crude+oilsands+NGL   73.935  
USDoE (t 2.2) oil supply   76.33 
IEA  oil demand    77.26 

 oil supply    76.6 
The unrealistic accuracy seems really absurd in front of the difference and questions the 
competence of the authors. 
Oil can represent only crude oil, or crude oil + condensate (in the US), or crude oil plus NGL 
(natural gas liquids which include condensate and natural gas plant liquids (NGPL which 
include LPG Liquefied Petroleum Gases (ethane, butane & propane) and pentanes +) or 
liquids including also synthetic oil, refinery processing gains and other liquids supply.  
In brief, oil could be either crude oil at 66 Mb/d or liquids at 77 Mb/d. 
As oil is badly defined, production can vary according to the author from –90% to 85 % for 
production values for 65 countries in OGJ and WO 
Figure 1: production difference in % from OGJ and WO for 65 countries 

 
It is obvious that production data is badly reported and recorded. Many countries lie on their 
production and their exports. There is a scout company called Petrologistics in Geneva, which 
is the only source of reliable volumes on shipping of oil. 
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-1-1-Old data 1870-1950 
Most of past production data is difficult to find and seems unreliable. 
As most graphs start from 1930, the next graph shows the main producers from 1870 to 1950 
according to the API 1959 report. In 1900 Russia was producing more than the US. In 1930 
Mexico has a first peak being about half of US production. In 1940 Russia and Venezuela 
were the second producers with 0.5 Mb/d and US at 3.5 Mb/d and the world at 6 Mb/d. France 
is reported producing since 1918 since in fact Pechelbronn started producing in 1735 and in 
1813 was drilling wells with auger down to 42 m, when Drake drilled in 1859 at Titusville a 
well at only 21 m depth, which is clamed by many Americans to be the world’s first oilwell. 
The Chinese were reported drilling wells (gas and oil) in 350 A.D down to 240 m using bits 
attached to bamboo poles. Oilwells were hand dug at Baku around 1600 down to 35 m. The 
first modern oil well was drilled in 1884 on the Apheron Peninsula NE of Baku.  
Figure 2: crude oil production 1870-1950 

 
 
-1-2-oil production 1950-2002 
The world 1950-2002 oil production shows that liquids have diverged significantly from 
crude oil since 1970. 
Figure 3: world & OPEC oil production 1950-2002 
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World oil production displays a “peak” in 2000: is it the peak as claimed by Deffeyes or the 
beginning of a “bumpy plateau”? The uncertainty about the data implies waiting sometime 
before knowing whether it is a peak or a step. 
 
More than half of the 10 Mb/d between world crude oil and liquids production comes from 
the natural gas plant liquids (NGPL). Out of 6.8 Mb/d in 2002 for NGPL, 4.8 come from 
Non-OPEC and 2.1 from OPEC. But the present growth of Non-OPEC NGPL is less than 
OPEC NGPL, since OPEC NGPL is not subject to quotas. NGPL production in Mb/d is 
similar to natural gas production when measured in Gcf/d*25 (or 25 Mb for 1 Tcf). 
Figure 4: world NGPL production compared to gas production 

World natural gas plant liquids compared to gas production
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-1-3-US production data 
The US have already produced about 20% of the world total oil production and over 80 % of 
US ultimate. It is a very mature country. Houston is considered as the world oil capital, but 
the average production per well in Texas is about 7 b/d/w for about 160 000 producers, it was 
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22 b/d/w in 1972 but it is declining and a linear extrapolation of the productivity from 1987 to 
2001 forecast an end of production in Texas before 2030. Fortunately Houston is close to the 
deepwater of the Gulf of Mexico:  
For the US, productivity per well went from a peak (because of Prudhoe Bay) of 18 b/d/w in 
1970 down to 10 in 2000, but there was a slight increase in 2001 with deepwater. The 1972-
2001 linear extrapolation trends toward zero around 2035. But deepwater production disturbs 
the trend since 1995. The number of producing wells went from above 600 000 in 1985 to 550 
000 in 2000.  
Figure 5: US oil productivity per well 

 
Liquids production (UDSOE data) has peaked in 1970 at 11.7 Mb/d and again in 1985 at 11.2 
Mb/d, declining down to 9 Mb/d in 2001, when crude oil is only 6 Mb/d. IEA reports US oil 
supply at 8 Mb/d for the last 4 years, when liquids is about 9 Mb/d, meaning that processing 
gains are excluded. The main decline comes from crude oil as shown with Lower 48 
(flattened since 1992 by deepwater production) and Alaska. NGPL production has been lowly 
increasing since 1980, as it was quite profitable to extract as much as possible liquids being 
priced higher than gas, but now it is not the case anymore and gas liquids production has 
diminished in 2001 
Figure 6: US liquids production 1949-2002 
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But the strongest increase has been taking place since 1960 with the refinery processing gains, 
of about 1 Mb/d today, being equal to Alaska. Crude oil (domestic or imported) is cracked 
and/or hydrogenated (hydrogen coming from natural gas, giving a kind of early GTL) in order 
to get lighter gasoline and the volume expands, the processing gains being about 6% of the 
refinery input. This gain will continue as it depends mainly now on crude imports. Other 
domestic supply is not insignificant with 0.4 Mb/d and seems to correspond to alcohols and 
other production. 
Figure 7: US liquids production other than crude oil 

 
NGL depends upon the volume of natural gas production 
Figure 8: US natural gas and NGL production 
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In average, US NGL represent about 40 Mb per Tcf of marketed gas (for the world NGPL in 
figure 4, it is 25 Mb per Tcf). It is the value of condensate in the world’s largest gasfield: 
North Field (Qatar)+South Pars (Iran) 1500 Tcf of gas and 60 Gb of condensate. In the US 
condensate is included in crude oil. 
 
-1-4-Oilfield production pattern 
Oil production pattern varies with the field, the location and the operator. Onshore fields are 
produced more slowly than offshore where daily maintenance cost is high 
The comparison of production patterns is easy where annual production is plotted in 
percentage of the ultimate, versus the percentage of cumulative production on ultimate. 
The comparison on 3 supergiants shows that Prudhoe Bay was produced about the same way 
as Romashkino, whereas Samotlor was produced quicker. 
Figure 9: Production pattern: Prudhoe Bay, Samotlor & Romashkino 

 
The comparison of 13 oilfields showing the percentage of annual production over ultimate 
versus time shows that Cusiana, the most recent, has a peak at 14% of ultimate in a very short 
time (5 years due I guess to an overestimation of the reserves), followed by the offshore 
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Oseberg 8%, Forties 7%, Stratford & Samotlor 6%, Kirkuk 3%, Hassi Messaoud 2% and 
Ghawar 1.8%. 
Figure 10: Production pattern of 13 large oilfields in % ultimate 

 
A percentage of 5% for the peak equals to 14 000 b/d for a 100 Mb ultimate 
 
 
-1-5-Maturity of production and discovery 
France started production in 1735, had produced 50% (of 2001 cumulative) by 1977, but had 
found 50% by 1955, Romania started in 1835 and had produced 50% by 1958, but found 50% 
by 1952, US Lower 48 started in 1859 and had produced 50% by 1957 but found 50% by 
1935. 
In fact Romania is a little more mature than the US Lower 48 for both production and 
discovery. France is just after 
Figure 11: oil maturity of US, Romania and France in production & discovery 
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-2-Reserve data 
-2-1: different definitions and different products 
In the US, in order to comply with the SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) rules only 
proved reserves are reported, when the rest of the world reports proven + probable reserves. 
Proved reserves are the current values when proven+probable are the present estimates 
backdated to the year of discovery 
The SEC refuses the probabilistic approach and thus the proved reserves are only the 
quantities that exist with reasonable certainty under present conditions. It is obvious that 
everyone can report what they want, for the definition of reasonable varies with everyone. 
Reporting reserves is a political act and depends upon the image that one wants to show (rich 
for the stock market or poor for the income tax) 
Remaining reserves 
The next graph displays the remaining world reserves from political sources (OGJ, WO, BP, 
API, OPEC) which report proved values (to comply with the SEC rules) and technical 
sources. Technical reserves represent the proven+probable (close to mean and backdated 
values) as reported in the industry database for the world outside US and Canada, the US 
backdated data of USDOE 1990 report up to 1988, as the new discoveries from USDOE 
annual reports, all these values are grown with the MMS growth function, and the backdated 
data from Canada. Besides the “grossly exaggerated (Khalimov 1993) FSU reserves ABC1 
have been reduced by 30% to mean values.  
Figure 12: world remaining reserves from different sources 
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The most often-used reserves data sets are OGJ and WO (both reported by the USDOE under 
the chapter of reserves). OGJ reports estimates at year-end before the end of the year (the 
studies are not yet being carried out) and does not correct them later. WO reports reserves in 
the August bulletin and corrects previous year estimates. 
The difference between OGJ and WO estimates for 65 countries varies from over -300 % to 
almost +100 % (the maximum). On December 2002 OGJ added 175 Gb for Canada, including 
these unconventional reserves of tarsands, to what was before reported as conventional 
reserves. These tarsands are mainly produced by mining which is obviously unconventional, 
when reserves from Orinoco extra-heavy oils, are excluded even though they are now 
produced with clearly conventional techniques (no steam) giving high productivity (over 1000 
b/d/w compared to an average of 7 b/d /w in Texas. The BP Review, which reports mainly 
OGJ estimates for the OPEC countries, did not follow OGJ for Canada tarsands. 
Usually the reported reserves are conventional, despite that conventional has no agreed 
definition. Colin Campbell excludes heavy oil (with a limit of 17 °API, when heavy was 
defined as under 20 °API in AAPG studies 25)), polar fields, deepwater (limit 500 m), EOR. 
In my file combining and correcting several databases to obtain a backdated mean, I exclude 
only Athabasca and Orinoco reserves that are both extra-heavy oils, which means heavier than 
water, having no water-oil contact, since USGS defines unconventional as continuous water 
type. Athabasca tarsands have a similar density as Orinoco but as the temperature of the 
reservoir is 40 °C colder, the viscosity is more than a hundred times higher and it is defined as 
bitumen because it does not flow. 
Figure 13: difference in % between OGJ & WO for 2002 reserves 
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-2-2-BP Statistical Review 
 Reserves are reported mainly from OGJ enquiries upon national agencies (before any 
technical study is done as it is published before year end for end of year value) and used the 
proved concept, despite the fact that it is wrong to add proved estimates of countries to obtain 
the proved estimate of the world: this sum underestimated the proved world value as it is 
unlikely that every country will be at the minimum value. 
The remaining reserves from technical sources and BP Review are drastically different. 
Unconventional (Athabasca and Orinoco) are added for technical backdated as they were 
discovered before 1950. 
Figure 14: world remaining reserves from technical data & BP Statistical Review 

 
 
The next graph is not from the BP Statistical Review run by economists, but from BP 
geologist Francis Harper and shows completely different results! 
It shows the IHS (technical) data versus OGJ (political) data, which is in fact taken as main 
source for BP Statistical Review as shown in the previous graph, except for the last increase 
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in Canada tarsands. The BP Review excludes tarsands from reserves but not from oil 
production! 
Figure 15: Harper’s graph on OGJ & IHS world reserves 

 
Remaining reserves from IHS peaks at 1200 Gb in 1980 as in my graph for conventional, 
when OGJ (BP Review) is 650 Gb or about half of present value. 
In the next graph, Harper shows (despite the title) the annual discovery from 1950 forward, 
which is the backdated technical data. 
Figure 16: Harper’s graph on world annual discovery 

 
 
The next graph from my personal file is similar for annual discovery (in green), but showing 
the BP Review additions. It is obvious that annual discovery and BP annual reserve additions 
are completely different. 
Figure 17: world annual discovery and BP Review additions 
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Harper (2002) has a more detailed graph on annual discovery which displays 6 peaks: 1930, 
1940, 1950, 1965, 1977 & 2000 and an ultimate of 2250 Gb. 
Figure 18: Harper’s graph on annual discovery & ultimate 

 
Global Discovery of Petroleum Liquids (includes conventional oil plus condensate (called 
NGL)) shows annual discovery data, and cumulative discovery (revisions backdated to 
original field discovery date.) 
Source: F. Harper (Manager, Reserves & Resources, BP), Ultimate Hydrocarbon Resources in 
the 21st Century, AAPG Conf. ‘Oil & Gas in the 21st Century’, Sept. 1999, UK. 
In brief Francis Harper does not show the same data as Peter Davies 
 
-2-3-Technical file 
My file displays also 6 discovery peaks 1928, 1938, 1950, 1962, 1975 & 2000, but in the 
detail it is slightly different, since I correct the technical data by reducing FSU values by 30% 
and I delete the extra-heavy fields on Orinoco. 
Figure 19: world annual backdated mean discovery & production from my file 
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-2-4-USGS 1994 
Masters USGS in his last WPC estimates in 1994 displays also 5 discovery peaks 1927, 1937, 
1947, 1962, and 1977 
Figure 20: USGS 1994 annual discovery & production  

 
 
-2-5- Exxon-Mobil 
Longwell 2002 - the following graph displays 5 peaks: 1928, 1938, 1950, 1962 and 1977 
Figure 21: Exxon-Mobil annual discovery & production 
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-2-6- different sources 
The next graph compares within a 5-year period the annual oil (excluding Athabasca and 
Orinoco) discovery in Gb/a from IHS 2002 (Stark, but for liquids), Masters 1994, BP Review 
2003, ASPO 2003, as well as my file, giving also the cumulative as of end of 2001, and the 
annual liquids production 
Figure 22: Oil discoveries from different sources 

 
ASPO, Masters and my file are in close agreement, showing that since 1980 annual discovery 
is below annual production, meaning that remaining reserves should be declining since 1980.  
BP Review annual additions are completely different, because proved reserves are completely 
disconnected with discovery  
IHS liquids with a total discovery of 3005 Gb are obviously far from the technical discovery 
data coming from IHS database as used by Exxon and BP. Since 1980 IHS liquids discovery 
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(?) have been quite over the liquids demand, meaning that remaining reserves should still be 
climbing. But it is difficult to understand the origin of such liquids additions as most of 
unconventional reserves as Athabasca and Orinoco were found way before 1940. This IHS 
article is in contradiction with the IHS database. 
 
-2-7-R/P 
One of the most often used parameter by politicians, economists is the R/P ratio (remaining 
reserves versus annual production), saying that it is presently around 40 years, leaving to 
believe that there will be no problem of supply for the next 40 years. It is a very poor ratio: 
first, when using the proved reserves that is politically flawed data, and then since the future 
production will be different from that of present, in most of official forecasts, production is 
assumed to grow by 2%/a for the next 30 years. 
The R/P that uses the technical data is completely different (in green in the next graph) when 
the proved ratio is in purple.  
Figure 23: world R/P from technical data & from political sources 

 
The technical R/P for oil+condensate was about 140 years in 1950: it went down quickly until 
1973, levelled off and even increased in 1979. Since 1982 it has been on linear decline, 
trending towards zero (n o more reserves left before 2030. Of course the future will not be 
linear. The BP proved R/P was around 30 years from 1965 to 1985 and went up to 40 when 
the OPEC members increased their proved reserves by 300 Gb (without any significant 
discoveries), as they were fighting each other about their quotas (which depend upon 
reserves). 
 
In the US, technical (mean) values can be found in one USDOE report: 1990-0534, which 
gives the backdated mean values by years from 1900 to 1988. Annual discoveries are 
compared to annual additions from API proved reserves and they are completely different. 
The first one shows the well-known decline in discoveries after peaking in the 30s when the 
second shows an increase during the oil shocks. Proved estimates are designed to provide 
growth (to please shareholders and bankers), despite the poor results of US exploration 
excluding the deepwater in the last 20 years. 
Figure 24: US R/P from backdated mean data and current proved data 
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US mean annual discovery is completely different from annual additions of current proved 
reserves 
Figure 25: US mean discovery & proved addition 

 
Of course with such poor proved values, the US R/P has remained around 10 years for the last 
50 years, despite the rise and decline of production. In fact, small producers (as sometime 
USGS) estimate their reserves as a rule of thumb by multiplying their annual production by 
10. 
 
-2-8-Inequality of field size distribution 
Oilfield size distribution is very unequal, as shown in the next graph 
Figure 26: World outside US+Canada percentage oil reserves versus number of fields 
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The fields over 2000 Gb has made up, for a long time, more than 50% of total discovery. 
Figure 27: World outside US+Canada: cumulative discovery by size 

 
 
-3-Reserve growth 
Proved reserves as reported in the US are very conservative, close to the minimum, omitting 
to report « probable » reserves to follow the SEC rules. Proved reserves show growth, as it is 
the goal of the stock market and oil companies to show growth. But adding field proved 
reserves to obtain the proved value of a country is wrong (it is illegal wrote Ed Capen 1996), 
but it is always done, aggravating the underestimation of proved reserves. To get the right 
world proved reserves, a Monte Carlo simulation should be carried out in order to estimate, as 
it is done by the USGS for world undiscovered.  
Reserve growth (of proved reserves) represents in fact the omitted probable and the wrong 
addition of proved reserves. 
The world outside US and Western Canada reports proven+probable reserves, which is close 
to the mean (or expected) value. The purpose of expected (mean) value is that statistically 
there is no growth. Some fields see their reserves increase (as Ekofisk); some fields see their 
reserves decrease (as East Texas). The addition of all fields’ mean reserves gives exactly the 
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mean value of the country. But increase (good news) is more often reported than decrease 
(bad news), which is hidden or postponed until the complete end of the country’s production. 
Proved reserves are reported mainly for producing fields when proven +probable are reported 
for all discoveries. 
The comparison of scout estimates from 1995 to 2003 shows an increase of about 10 % in 8 
years for all the giants outside the US, including FSU with ABC, which can be traced over the 
total period 
year estimate in Gb 1995 1996 1997 1999 2001 2003
322 giants >0,5 Gb 992 1015 1023 1037 1095 1104
24 supergiants >10 Gb 493 499 512 530 556 560
But the estimate of all major oilfields experiencing a significant decline shows that the scout 
estimate is overestimated by about the same amount. 
As USGS wrote in their 2000 study in chapter RG by Schmoker. & Klett: 
“Worldwide, however, a set of uniform reporting requirements does not exist. Criteria for the 
estimation of remaining reserves differ widely from country to country, as do the technical, 
economic, and political incentives that drive the reserve-growth process. Therefore, patterns 
of reserve growth for the world as a whole are poorly understood, and the problem of 
quantitatively estimating world potential reserve growth is formidable. For most areas 
outside the United States and Canada, however, Attanasi and Root (1993) and Root and 
Attanasi (1993) concluded that successive field-size estimates were not sufficiently reliable 
and consistent to develop world-level reserve-growth functions. The forecast of world 
potential reserve growth described here is considered to be preliminary. … Much work 
remains to be done on the subject of world potential reserve growth. The present study is an 
attempt to provide a numerical hypothesis for world potential reserve growth that is valuable 
in itself, and will perhaps act as a stimulus for discussion and research aimed at reducing the 
uncertainty of world reserve-growth estimates.” 
They recognized that world reserve growth remains unknown, but instead of doing nothing, 
they preferred to take the US growth function. Yet they missed the most important point, 
which is that US reserves are only proved, when the rest of the world is proved + probable, 
since they use Petroconsultants file (already obsolete in 2000, dating back to end of 1995, this 
file also had many missing fields in the FSU)) 
They said that discussion would help, but in front of critics they had done nothing to open the 
debate. 
 
-3-1-Recovery factor: 
My paper in Zurich, last May, displayed several graphs about distribution of recovery factors 
(RF) on more than 4000 fields, ranging from 3 to 85%. RF is badly known and usually 
reported in rounded (30%, 33.3 %, 40%, 50%). Oil-in-place is roughly estimated through 
wells and seismic, and its estimate does not get better with production, as opposite to reserves. 
But since reserves are badly defined (technical versus political), so is RF, which is the ratio of 
reserves versus oil-in-place. 
RF is said to improve with technology. Technology can change some parameters of the field 
like pressure (water and gas injection), temperature (steam or combustion), characteristics of 
the fluids (miscible gas, CO2, chemical as polymers), but hardly the geology of the reservoir 
measured as porosity and permeability (except around the wells with fracturation and 
acidification). Any real increase in RF through technology should be shown on the decline. 
When decline does not show any improvement, it means that recovery or reserve growth is 
due to bad reporting. In the past, when secondary production was started long after primary 
production, it was a real improvement, but now, mainly offshore, water and gas injections 
start from the beginning. 
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Most cases show that technology increases the initial production of conventional fields, giving 
cheaper and faster production (short term goals) but does not increase reserves. In contrary 
unconventional reserves as “in situ” tarsands and extra-heavy oils have needed technology 
breakthrough to increase the RF. The main constraint of unconventional oils is the economy. 
 
New technology allows producing cheaper, quicker and no more, in fact it quickly increases 
depletion, as it is well recognised everywhere now. In the past, good practice was to produce 
at a reasonable level in order to produce the maximum of volume, now only discounted cash-
flows is the goal, to produce the maximum of money and it is better to produce faster (despite 
that the oil price has increased and oil produced quickly in 1999 then sold at 10 $/b should be 
more profitable now sold at 30 $/b. The easy oil has been produced and now the difficult (and 
heavier and deeper) oil needs to be produced. That is why new technology is needed. But 
technology increases the depletion and speeds up the end of the field; as for cod fishing the 
trawlers increased the catches but destroyed the species in North Atlantic. 
New technology is necessary to produce unconventional oil such as Orinoco but this oil is not 
reported in BP reserves, whereas it is reported in oil production. So Davies cannot claim 
improvement in unreported reserves. 
 
-3-2-Examples of reserve growth: negative and positive 
Sneider 2001 claims that Auk oilfield in the UK was a good example of reserve growth with 
estimate at 93 Mb in 1988 and 180 Mb in 1998. In fact in 1988 the oil decline on the 
following graph was already well established with ultimate around 160 Mb. From 1993 to 
1998 annual production raises, thanks to more investment in horizontal wells, but in 1999 the 
decline was back and steeper (as usual after technology miracle) and ultimate from the decline 
is still around 150 Mb (cumulative production up to 2002 is 132 Gb, for Brown Book 162 Mb 
and for the operator 144 Mb.  The claim by Sneider that recovery was improved from 17% to 
30% is false. 
Figure 28a: Auk UK oil decline: no growth on decline 

 
The peak expected by Sneider in 2001 (Auk North extension) as high as that of 1977 did not 
occur. 
Figure 28b; Sneider’s forecast 
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East Texas is the largest oilfield in the US 48, found in 1930 and obliged to partial shut down 
by the State troops in 1931 because of overproduction. From the late 1940s, more than 380 
wells, found deviated in order to steal oil from neighbours, were shut down. It was estimated 
to contain up to 6 Gb (still claimed in 2002 by Merritt), but now decreased to 5.4 Gb, after 
drilling over 30 000 wells. The decline from 1966 to 1957 is the same as the last decline from 
1995 to 2001. The increase in production due to water injection was temporary. 
Figure 29a: East Texas oil decline 1931-2001:no decline growth 

 
Figure 29b: East Texas oil reserves evolution: negative growth 
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Figure 29c; East Texas oil decline 1973-2001: negative growth on decline which increased 
from 5%/a in 1973 to 10 %/a in 1987, then 25 %/a in 1997 

 
Figure 29d: East Texas: productivity per well 
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Ekofisk is one of the best examples of positive reserve growth, but its geology is special as 
the main reservoir is a fractured chalk of good porosity but bad permeability. Ekofisk is so 
special that a strong seafloor subsidence (8 m) has occurred because of compaction of the 
reservoir porosity, and the platform had to be raised. The compaction had in fact increased the 
recovery. Oil production after a decline from 1978 to 1987, increased up to now, but 
meanwhile gas decreased. Such behaviour is difficult to extrapolate to other fields with 
sandstone reservoir. 
Figure 30a: Ekofisk annual production 

 
Annual production versus cumulative shows a first decline (1977-1987) leading to an estimate 
(Roadifer 1984) of about 160 M.m3 but new development led to reserve increase to 240 
(Pekot) in 1987, 360 in 1994 and, after a major investment (2.3 G$) in 1998 with a new 
platform 2/4 X, now NPD estimate is 468 M.m3, but Ekofisk has not yet declined back again. 
Figure 30 b: Ekofisk oil decline and evolution: large positive reserve growth 
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In FSU, because of a different classification (Khalimov 1979) oil fields have been grossly 
exaggerated (Khalimov 1993) because the theoretical maximum recovery is taken (and not the 
mean). FSU reserves have to be reduced by 30% to be corrected to mean value.  
Samotlor, the largest Russian oilfield is reported under the ABC1 classification to contain 28 
Gb when the decline since 1983 trends towards only 20 Gb. From 1984 to 1990 over water 
flooding (to comply with the Gross Plan) leads to a higher temporary production, but later 
production went back to previous ultimate recovery. 
Figure 31: Samotlor oil decline with overflooding 1986-1990, no growth and ABC1 
overestimation  

 
 
Another giant Fedorovo is also overestimated with an ABC1 value of 9.2 Gb against a decline 
of 6.7 Gb. 
Figure 32: Fedorovo oil decline and ABC1 overestimation 
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Romashkino, the second largest field in Russia is slightly less overestimated (18 Gb instead of 
17 Gb) and is now under an EOR scheme (polymer with Total).  
Figure 33: Romashkino oil decline: ABC1 overestimation 

 
 
In Alaska the Badami oilfield is now being abandoned in 2003, after only 4 years of 
production with a cumulative production of 4 Mb, when the field was developed (over 300 
M$) forecasting an ultimate of 120 Mb and a peak of 35 000 b/d. The peak actually occurred 
at 3150 b/d, giving a cost of about 100 000 $/b/d, ten times more expensive than deepwater. 
This very uneconomical field is the closest field to ANWR and gives some indication of the 
poor potential of this hyped-up ANWR where the KIC well, completed in 1986 by Chevron, 
is still kept confidential (as 10 other wells drilled in Alaska from 1978 to 1996), but rumoured 
to have found only show. 
Figure 34: Badami Alaska oil decline 1998-2001: huge negative growth from 120 Mb to 4 Mb 
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Prudhoe Bay was reported, at development time, between 9 and 15 Gb (Gilbert 2002) and 
now the ultimate is around 13 Gb (straight decline since 1991). The total of producers is about 
900.  
Figure 35a: Prudhoe Bay oil decline = no growth 

 
Figure 35b: Prudhoe Bay reserve evolution by OGJ: up and down 
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Forties is a good example of no growth despite new technology (gaslift), but higher 
production during two years, meaning more money, but not more reserves. 
Figure 36a: Forties oil decline: production increase in 1987-1988 with gaslift, no global 
growth  

 
Evolution of Forties reserves varies from sources (DTI, OGJ) and shows that as there is no 
referee, any statement has to be careful compared to the truth i.e. annual production decline. 
Any claim of reserve growth has to be shown by a reduction of the production decline, if not, 
it means that the former estimate was wrong. It is not reserve growth, but bad reserve 
reporting. 
Figure 36b; Forties reserve evolution: depends upon sources 
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Cusiana is the last giant discovered onshore South America. It was reported by one partner as 
3 Gb, then as 1.5 Gb, now as 950 Mb, when the decline trends to 650 Mb.  
Figure 37: Cusiana oil decline = overestimation 

 
 
-4-Forecasting 
Forecasting future production requires obtaining the ultimate reserves, which are in fact the 
cumulative production up to the last produced drop of oil in the basin, the country or the 
world. 
Oil should be found before being produced and production mimics discovery when there is no 
demand constraint. But first data has to be corrected in order to represent mean (expected 
value), which corresponds roughly to a probability of 40 % (when mode = most likely 
corresponds to a probability of about 65 %. Therefore, US (and Canada WCSB) proved 
reserves have to be converted into proven +probable using a growth function (the MMS 
function from the Gulf of Mexico), and the FSU data corresponding to a 3P 
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(proven+probable+possible) has to be reduced by about 30%. But the best way for mature 
major fields (about 2000 fields out of more than 30 000 oilfields in the world) is to estimate 
the field reserves using the decline of annual production versus cumulative production. 
-4-1-ultimates 
Ultimate could be estimated in different ways  
-creaming curve, which is the plot of cumulative discovery (mean backdated value of course) 
versus the cumulative number of new field wildcats. Modelling the different cycles with 
hyperbolas always gives a good fit. 
-cumulative discovery versus time, when the number of exploratory wells is unknown, yet the 
ups and downs of exploration (price, wars) will disturb the plot. Usually, modelling with 
several logistic curves gives a good fit. The same can be done for cumulative production 
-fractal distribution (field size versus rank of decreasing size in a log-log display) can be 
modelled with a parabola from the largest fields found early in the exploration, which 
represents the oil in the ground, constraints will convert the in-the-ground into yet-to-find, 
giving the ultimate when added to the discovered amount. 
Cases will better show the way to proceed 
-4-2-modelling annual production 
From the ultimate, the remaining-to-produce could be converted into future production either 
by assuming a constant depletion (after peak), or a constant growth up to peak and constant 
depletion after peak or by plotting a Hubbert curve resulting in a smoother curve. 
Nevertheless, the best way is not to model, but to correlate annual discovery to annual 
production with a certain shift. This shift will allow foreseeing production during this period 
from past discovery. This approach works well when there was no constraint on demand, 
which is not the case with OPEC countries. 
 
-5-Cases 
-5-1-Oman 
Oman oil production is mainly operated by Shell (PDO), which produces at full capacity, 
since Oman does not belong to OPEC. It is a good case of E&P continuity and homogeneity, 
furthermore Oman was considered by Shell as a school of practice. 
The remaining oil reserves from political sources (OGJ, BP, WO) displays an erratic historical 
trend for so called proved reserves, yet growing since 1978, when the technical backdated 
mean has been declining since 1984.  
Figure 38: Oman remaining reserves from political and technical sources 
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The creaming curve is very well modelled with 3 cycles (hyperbolas) giving an ultimate of 
about 16 Gb for oil + condensate for doubling the present number of new field wildcats. A 
fourth cycle is not unlikely with an undrilled tertiary offshore basin and an undrilled onshore 
salt basin (Ghudun Blood 2001). 
Figure 39: Oman creaming curve 

 
The cumulative production fits fairly well a logistic curve of an ultimate of 15 Gb which is 
built to fit cumulative discovery shifted by 30 years 
Figure 40: Oman cumulative discovery & production 
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A reliability check of scout data is done with the decline of the largest oilfield: Yibal 
Figure 41: Yibal oil decline: overestimation? 

 
The decline of the last 3 years (despite the drilling of more than 50 wells per year) leads to 
believe that Yibal’s tentative ultimate recovery (too short a period of decline) is more likely 2 
Gb than 2.4 Gb as reported by the scout. 
 
Annual production is plotted with ASPO forecasts with a constant depletion (equal to the last 
recorded yearly depletion), as a Hubbert curve for an ultimate of 15 Gb. Both forecasts are 
fairly close, peaking around 2000. 
Figure 42: Oman oil annual discovery and production forecasts 
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IEA monthly production as of August 2003 shows well the decline, closer to ASPO decline 
than the Hubbert small one, except if the peak is taken on a broader scale neglecting the local 
burst of 2000 & 2001. 
Figure 43: Oman monthly production1993-2003 from IEA 

 
 
-5-2-UK 
UK is one of the worst cases of published reserves despite that DTI (Department of industry 
and trade) reports data for each field on the web. 
Figure 44: UK oil remaining reserves from political and technical sources 
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The most often used industry database for the world outside US and Canada WCSB is 
Petroconsultants (used by USGS 2000), where reserves are proven+probable that is assumed 
to be P50 or a probability of 50%; which is also the SPE/WPC definition for the probabilistic 
approach, but not for the deterministic approach where probable alone is as likely as unlikely  
(or P50!). But DTI (« notes on physical account ») definition is different from 
Petroconsultants, but similar to SPE deterministic approach: « Probable reserves are known 
reserves, which are not yet proven, but which are estimated to have a better than 50 per cent 
chance of being technically and economically producible. » DTI (account procedures) 
assumes that the sum of proven plus probable represents the expected value (or mean), which 
is the value to pursue and not the median! 
Norway (NPD) has a completely different definition and uses classes, and not proven or 
probable.  
Reserve definition has no consensus and everyone uses his own definition as described by 
DeSorcy 1993: 
"There are currently almost as many definitions for reserves as there are evaluators, oil and 
gas companies, securities commissions and government departments. Each one uses its own 
version of the definitions for its own purposes"  
 
Furthermore DTI is adding 1P and 3P field values, when they should not, as only mean can be 
added.. 
Figure 45: UK cumulative discovery from Brown Book and technical backdated mean 
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USGS forecast for UK (without any reserve growth as they are estimated only worldwide 
outside the US) is more in line with our backdated trend than with the Brown Book trend. 
 
The creaming curve displays 3 cycles, with an ultimate of 33 Gb and a fourth cycle depending 
on the potential of the frontier areas but the last results are not too encouraging. 
Figure 46: UK creaming curve with 3 cycles 

 
The correlation of annual discovery shifted by 12 years and annual production is fair with two 
peaks. ASPO forecast (with a constant depletion) and the Hubbert curve for an ultimate of 30 
Gb is fairly close. The question is, provided that 300 discoveries are still undeveloped in 
North Sea UK, and with the withdrawal of the majors, as the dismantling of the platforms of 
depleted giants, if many of these now uneconomical fields will be connected to the present 
platforms before they are removed? 
Figure 47a: UK oil production forecast with shifted discovery 
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Zittel (2003) displays a beautiful graph reporting every field, each with dissymmetrical 
pattern but the aggregation is more symmetrical for the ups and downs. 
Figure 47b: UK production and forecast from Zittel 

 
 
DTI study on reserve change finds 35 negative against 46 positive revisions 
Figure 48: DTI 1998 study on mean reserves 1986-1996 
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Dromgoole finds 17 negative against 15 positive revisions 
Figure 49: UKCS oil reserves changes by Dromgoole & Speers 1997 

 
 
Figure 50: Frigg gas reserve evolution: negative reserve growth 
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Grosjean et al in their paper on WPC 2002 "New reserves in old fields: do not underestimate 
the geologic risk" have shown on three oilfields (Alwyn, Handil and El Huemul) that 
increasing reserves is not easy. 
 
-5-3-US 
The US production is plotted giving Lower 48 and Alaska as onshore and offshore which 
peaked in 1972 and since 1990 thanks to deepwater is rising towards a new peak. 
Figure 51: US oil production 

 
Offshore production is more important than Alaska production. 
Figure 52: US oil proved reserves from WO, OGJ, API, BP and EIA 
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Figure 53: USDoE annual reports: percentage of positive revisions versus positive and 
negative revisions 

 
 
The fit of the US Lower 48 production by a bell-shaped curve is disturbed at the end of the 
50s, when Middle East oil was then cheaper than US, which led to the mandatory oil quotas 
by Eisenhower in 1959, which led to the creation of OPEC. The same shoulder of 1960 is 
found in 1980 (why the same level?) in front of the high oil price. 
Figure 54a: US 48 annual mean discovery and production with Hubbert discovery model, 
when shifted by 35 years 
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Figure 54b; US 46 annual production & shifted mean discovery 

 
The US success ratio for exploration is about 30% compared to 85% for development. 
Figure 55: US success ratio 
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The mean discovery per new field wildcat displays a cliff around 1940, with a slow decline to 
1990, followed by a rise due to deepwater. 
Figure 56: US annual mean discovery per new field wildcat 

 
Figure 57a: US oil production with R/P and productivity per well 
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The US average productivity per well is now about 12 b/d/w compared to 6 in Texas. 
Figure 57b: US and Texas oil production, number of producing wells and productivity per 
well 

 
 
The US conventional oil ultimate from 1940-2000 production trend is 220 Gb  
Figure 58: US oil production: % annual/cumulative versus cumulative and extrapolation to 
ultimate of 220 Gb 
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The US cumulative production fits well the mean discovery shifted by 30 years. The red curve 
is the remaining proved reserves plus the cumulative production and the linear extrapolation 
at 2025 is around 280 Gb, far from the USGS 2000 estimate of 362 Gb. 
Figure 59: US cumulative production & mean discovery shifted by 30 years 

 
 
R/P from backdated mean reserves declines from 100 years in 1910 to 15 years in 2000, 
opposite to R/P proved reserves, which stays flat around 10 years from 1950 to 2002 
Figure 60: US R/P from different sources 
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The mean field size fractal display shows that oilfields and gasfields (in boe) are almost 
identical. The cliff for size below 0.1 Mb is not significant because these tiny fields are hardly 
economical and found by mistake, when there must be millions of them in the ground.  
Figure 61: USDOE 1992: fractal distribution of oil and gas field size 

 
 
-5-4-Gulf of Mexico  
The Gulf of Mexico is the best place to study exploration results as every data is published 
from the beginning of exploration in 1947 to 2000. MMS (Mineral Management Services), 
being a federal agency, is obliged to publish all data on offshore. In their last report, the 
average discovery has been dropping since 1949 
Figure 62: GoM average mean field size and number of fields from MMS 2000 
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The 2000 report does not list the discovery of Thunder Horse (previously called Crazy Horse) 
found in 1999 on MC778, but not yet producing. It is rumoured to contain 1 Gboe, which 
could make it the largest oilfield. The field size display would not change much when 
Thunder Horse is added. The blue parabola is assumed to represent the ultimate, showing 
many undiscovered small fields and few large ones. It is obvious that those who claims that 
the fractal has to be linear are wrong, the fractal is curve (due to the limit of self-similarity), 
the parabola is the simplest curve, but in fact the curve could be more complex, as a third 
degree curve. 
Figure 63: GoM field size distribution fractal display 

 
Cumulative discovery is compared to cumulative production both modelled with logistic 
curves for same ultimate. 
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Figure 64: GoM cumulative oil & gas discovery, production & logistic models with MMS 
forecasts 

 
 
The annual reports from 1996 to 2000 give the following for oil in Gb 
Year discoveries revisions production additions/production in % 
1996 0,33  0,45  -0,37  211 
1997 0,34  0,54  -0,41  215 
1998 0,32  0,28  -0,44  136 
1999 0,15  -0,04  -0,49   22 
2000 0,33  0,22  -0,53  104 
For 1999 the total revisions were negative (0.15 Gb, as the total new discovery), but in 2000 
they were positive, however less than in the past. 
MMS forecast for the next 5 years shows decline (more in 2003 than in 2002) 
Figure 65a: GoM oil & gas annual production & forecasts as Hubbert models 
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Same graph only for oil 
Figure 65b: GoM annual oil production & forecasts as Hubbert models 

 
Oil production will decline soon, despite the arrival of Thunder Horse production. 
 
MMS proved reserves are growing because they omit the probable reserves to comply with 
the SEC rules. But the growth is flattening, as discoveries are getting older 
Figure 66: GoM evolution of ultimate 1975-2000 for the ten largest fields 
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The largest fields being fairly old, their growth in proved reserves is flattening 
Figure 67: evolution of ultimate recovery in % of 2000 estimate for the ten largest fields 

 
 
The largest GoM field reported by MMS is Eugene Island 330 found in 1971. Ultimate 
recovery is reported differently in MMS and OGJ 
Figure 68a: EI 330 ultimate recovery and cumulative production from MMS & OGJ 
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The increase in 1995 (after a decrease for OGJ) of EI 330 was reported by a geochemist 
(J.Whelan) to be such an anomalous event that an article in the Wall Street Journal (Cooper 
1999) claims that it means that oil is limitless and thus it is the explanation of the Middle East 
huge increase during the second half of the80s 
Figure 68b: EI 330 oil, gas & water production 

 
Figure 68c: EI 330-oil decline 
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The explanation of reserve growth is easy; the field was recharged after a very drastic 
pressure decline from the source-rock because the reservoir is connected to the source-rock by 
a large fault (called the red Fault known by every university of Texas. What is done usually in 
thousands or millions of years what done in few years because of exceptional circumstances. 
But the reserve increase in EI 330 was about 10% (and not what is claimed in the Wall Street 
Journal), which is in fact less than the usual accuracy of a field reserve estimate (plus or 
minus 20%). 
 
Yet in fact the improvement in the GoM field estimate comes from the step by step approach 
of development as can be seen also on the other giant oilfield West Delta 030 found in 1949. 
Figure 69a: WD030 ultimate recovery & cumulative production from MMS & OGJ 

 
Figure 69b; WD030 oil, gas & water production 
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New investments were made after 1980 (water injection), then a long decline and again a 
minor one in 1990 after a second decline. Is the decline in 1999 the last one? It most likely is. 
As for EI 330, WD030 shows step-by-step improvement going slowly from primary recovery 
to secondary recovery, as investment is postponed until the last moment. In deepwater, 
secondary recovery starts from the beginning of production 
Figure 69c: WD030 oil decline; obvious positive reserve growth  

 
 
Bay Marchand 002 found in 1949 shows erratic and different reserves estimates between OGJ 
and MMS, as for cumulative production their definition of operator must differ. 
Figure 70a: BM002 ultimate recovery & cumulative production from MMS & OGJ 
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Figure 70b: BM002 oil, gas & water production 

 
Figure 70c: BM002 oil decline: no reserve growth from decline 
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The last GoM example displays erratic reporting for South Pass 027, between OGJ and MMS 
for both ultimate and cumulative production (dropping sharply, meaning some operators were 
dropped), but the detailed monthly production looks quite normal. 
Figure 71a: SP027 ultimate recovery & cumulative production from MMS & OGJ 

 
Figure 71b: SP027 oil, gas & water production 

 
Figure 71c: SP027 oil decline: no reserve growth on decline trend starting in 1967, despite a 
production increase from1970 to 1975. 
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-5-5-US Pacific OCS 
38 fields but no new discovery since 1990 as exploration was stopped.  
Figure 72: Pacific OCS original reserves & number of fields 

 
Beta oilfield chaotic reporting since 1985 from OGJ when oil decline is straight 
Figure 73a: Beta ultimate recovery & cumulative production 
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Figure 73b: Beta oil decline 

 
 
-5-6-Russia 
Back in FSU era, oil reserves was a state secret, but last year the Duma reinstalled it again and 
Khodorkovsky could be jailed for 7 years just for publishing Yukos oil reserves. I discussed 
the matter last year with Ray Leonard (in Uppsala where he delivers reserves data) and he 
assured me that Putin had told Khodorkovsky that there would be no problem with oil 
reserves publication. World Oil from 1991 to 1995 gave very high values. The technical 
ABC1 are known to represent basically proven+probable +possible (3P) and should be 
reduced globally by 30 % to represent the mean value, before any detailed assessment of FSU 
mean reserves is made. 
Figure 74: Russia (& FSU) remaining oil reserves from different sources 
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The next graph is from a paper by Fontaine, Laherrere and Perrodon in 2002. The sharp drop 
in oil production from 1990 to 1995 is usually explained by the break-up of the FSU, but in 
fact it seems also to be related to the sharp decrease in discovery 25 years before, as the fit 
between production and discovery shifted by 20 years looks fairly good. The present Russian 
rise in production is due to new investments due to high oil price, as fracs (with 
Schlumberger), and also to some reserves found in the 60s (peak of production in the 80s is 
less than peak of discovery). 
Figure 75: Russia oil annual production & discovery shifted by 20 years with forecast for 
U=200 Gb 

 
 
-5-7- USGS (Department of Interior) 2000 study 
The USGS team in Denver under Tom Ahlbrandt has done a very good work in defining and 
drawing the limits of the main Petroleum Systems in the world. This inventory done with the 
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help of the oil industry under a genetic classification (source-rocks) was missing as previous 
inventories were under a tectonic classification. However the weak point of their study was 
the undiscovered estimate, since the oil industry did not participate because of confidentiality 
reasons. Reserve growth for the world outside the US, done globally and not by country was a 
complete wild guess and a real misunderstanding of the difference in reserve definitions. 
USGS applied the US proved reserve growth for the world outside US where reserves are 
proven+probable. It is comparing the temperatures in US towns with the Europeans main 
capitals, all given in degrees, but without bothering to check that the US values are in 
Fahrenheit degrees and in Europe in Celsius degrees. 
 
-5-7-1- World conventional oil + condensate 
USGS estimate of total discovery by 2025 is compared to the past history of cumulative 
discovery and production. 
Figure 76: World cumulative production & mean discovery with logistic models and USGS 
estimate for 2025 

 
The logistic model which fits fairly well the mean cumulative conventional oil discovery (and 
not the political value of BP reserves plus cumulative production) fits also very well the past 
production. The USGS 2000 mean estimate of 3000 Gb (the reported value with 4 significant 
digits value varies from 3003 to 3021, passing by 3012 Gb) seems out of range from past 
mean data and raises some doubts about the value of the assessment. But USGS estimate can 
be justified by the extrapolation of BP values by those who believed that they are reliable. 
The undiscovered for the world outside the US is based on the assumptions by a single 
geologist (compared to Delphi enquiries of former USGS studies) giving on one sheet of 
paper only six significant numbers being the minimum, median and maximum of the number 
and the size of undiscovered fields. 
 
-5-7-2- Greenland 
The case of East Greenland is interesting: there, geologist Henry, on an undrilled area, 
guessed the six numbers. It is obvious that the USGS had no access to the seismic and that he 
speculated that reservoirs, source-rocks and traps will be there.  
The distribution he gave for oil was:  
for the number of undiscovered fields,  
minimum 1, median 250, maximum 500 
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for the size of the undiscovered fields 
minimum 20 Mb, median 85 Mb, maximum 12 000 Mb 
for the gravity: 15-40-55 °API.  
These simple numbers with a huge range show that they come from nowhere, being just pure 
guesses and wishful thinking!  From this ungeological assessment, Monte Carlo simulation 
(with 50 000 runs) gives a beautiful distribution. 
Figure 77: USGS: Greenland undiscovered field size distribution 

 
Comparing this assumed oil size distribution on East Greenland to that of the North Sea 
(Viking graben) on a fractal display shows that the assumed East Greenland is richer than the 
real North Sea. 
Figure 78: UK and Greenland Field size distribution in a fractal display 

 
There are less than 40 oilfields larger than 100 Mb in Viking graben, whereas East Greenland 
is assumed to contain about 100 oilfields over 100 Mb (and the probability is supposed to be 
100%!).  
The mean value for undiscovered is 47 Gb, being the fourth rank after Saudi Arabia, Russia 
and Iran, but there is no international compay rushing to explore East Greenland! 
 
-5-7-3- US 
The US oil ultimate has varied largely, in particular within USGS. 
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“Many USGS geologists (and others) in the 50s and 60s made vast overestimates of the US 
ultimate recoverable oil resources. Some are T A Hendricks, D C Duncan, V E McKelvey, and 
A D Zapp. 590 Gb crude oil for the US exclusive of Alaska (Zapp, 1961) 650 Gb for US 
including Alaska (McKelvey and Duncan, 1965) 400 Gb for US including Alaska (Hendricks, 
1965)” (Hubbert, 1969). 
The estimates in the 80s were more reasonable, such as the 1981 study with 258 Gb. The 
comparison with the 2000 studies is interesting the ultimate went up to 362 Gb but, when 
production has increased by 50 Gb, the undiscovered in 2000 is identical to 1981 at 83 Gb, 
and the range also almost identical at 66-104 against 64-105 Gb. It is intriguing! 
Ultimate from USGS 1981 compared to USGS 2000  
Estimates in Gb Circ. 860 1981 2000 
As of: end 1979 end 1995 
production 121 171 
measured = proved API 1976 28 32 
indicated =addition thru new installations 4  
inferred = reserve growth extension, revisions, new pay zones 23 76 
undiscovered F95 64 66 
undiscovered mean 83 83 
undiscovered F5 105 104 
   
ultimate 258 362 
 
The USGS 2000 study on conventional undiscovered to be found between 1996 and 2025 
seems to be too optimistic for the US compared to the forecast by USDOE EIA AEO 2002 for 
oil+NGL as shown in the next graph. But the largest discrepancy seems to be in the USGS 
cumulative production as of end 1995 being 170 Gb for oil +NGL when it is the value for 
crude oil only, whereas with NGL it is 200 Gb. USGS seems to confuse lease condensate 
(included with oil) and NGL (from plants) as reported by USDoE. This 30 Gb discrepancy 
could partly explain the difference between USGS and EIA forecast for 2025 concerning 
cumulative production plus remaining reserves. 
Figure 79: US cumulative crude oil & NGL with USGS ultimate and EIA forecast 
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It means that in 2025, with USGS ultimate of 362 Gb, the remaining reserves will be about 75 
Gb (compared to 30 Gb now), when AEO 2003 forecast only less than 25 Gb; which I 
consider as quite optimistic. 
The USGS 2000 is a study dating back to end of 1995, it means that the data are already 8 
years old it is obvious that this study has to be done again with better data and better concept 
on reserve growth. IFP is planning to carry out such study. It is important that more debates 
such as today’s take place in order that each side tries to meet.  
 
-5-8-IHS world liquids ultimate 
Pete Stark (2002) has published without any justification the following ultimate in Gb 
Cumulative production as of end 2001   961 
Remaining reserves    1112 
Athabasca       311 
Orinoco       248 
Reserve growth      373 
Undiscovered       803 
Ultimate     3809 
The 373 Gb reserve growth is broken down on slide 8 as in Gb 
Middle East  120 
North America   80 
FSU    25 
Latin America   15 
Africa    15 
Asia    10 
Europe     5 
Unspecified  100 
 
-6-Forecasts 
-6-1-Past forecasts 
-6-1-1- France 1995 
In a former paper (Laherrère 1997) I gave some results from a confidential report (Campbell 
& Laherrere 1995). The forecast for France from 1995 to 2020 was given with a decline from 
0.02 Gb/a down to 0.01 Gb/a 
Figure 80a: France oil forecast in 1995 
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The present value is now plotted, showing that the production in 2000 was close to 0.01 Gb/a 
Figure 80b: France oil production 1930-2001.  

 
Liquids production is more than the double of crude oil production, since refinery gains 
(mainly from imports) are important 
 
-6-1-2- UK 1997 
Our forecast 1996-2020 for UK, based on the correlation of annual discovery shifted by 11 
years, showed a peak in 1999- 2000 at around 1.1 Gb/a  
Figure 81a: UK oil forecast in 1997 

 
The next graph shows our new forecast 7 years later with the past being a peak in 1999 at 1.05 
Gb/a, which is a little less than our 1997 forecast! ASPO forecast is declining sharper but 
producing in 2020 twice more than our estimate. 
Figure 81b: UK oil production 1970-2001, shifted discovery & forecast 
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-6-1-3-Forecasts in the 70s 
At the end of the 70s, majors and agencies, assuming that the oil price would continue to 
climb, as well as production, did many forecasts. The comparison with reality is severe and 
explains that forecasting was abandoned by most, and replaced by scenarios without numbers. 
Figure 82: World and non-communist oil production forecast 

 
WEC 1977 as well as Moody & Halbouty 1979 were completely out of range, forecasting a 
peak around 1990. BGR 1980 was not too bad but too high. BP 1979 and Exxon 1979 
estimated only the free world (or non-communist world), but if Exxon was good, BP was 
quite bad. 
 
-6-2-Recent forecasts 
-6-2-1-forecasts by USDoE and Majors 
-6-2-1-1- USDoE 
John Wood with USDOE has published several scenarios for world oil production using 
USGS 3003 Gb ultimate for conventional oil (but showing also our scenario). The graph 
shown in Offshore 2002 displays a peak in 2037 for a growth of 2%/a and a decline of 
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R/P=10. Using so much oil in the short term and leaving so little for their grandchildren is to 
me a criminal hypothesis. The Hubbert curve is useful to display the future production and 
looks better for me than using constant growth and decline as Wood did. The comparison of 
Wood forecast for 3 Tb for conventional crude (25 Gb/a in 2002 when the liquids is 28 Gb/a) 
with Hubbert models for 2 Tb (my estimate for conventional oil is 2.2 Tb) and 3 Tb is shown.  
Figure 83: John Wood USDOE scenarios for conventional oil using USGS ultimate  

 
In reality, the likely coming poor economic situation will constraint oil demand, and crude 
production will display neither a smooth peak nor an angular high peak, but a bumpy plateau. 
Yet in fact this graph is just part of the supply corresponding to a crude production of 65 
Mb/d (25 Gb/a) when oil demand (liquids) is 75 Mb/d. USDOE should provide the forecast of 
the full demand for the next century and not only for the next 30 years with a constant growth 
which seems to go up without any limit. 
 
-6-2-1-2-Shell  
Shell 2003 displays a peak fore oil, but it is not due to decline of the supply but rather of 
demand because of the coming hydrogen (from gas without limit?). 
Figure 84: Shell oil forecast 
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-6-2-1-3-Exxon-Mobil 
Tillerson ‘2002) forecasts a sharp decline of present production, needing 80 Mboe/d of new 
production. 
Figure 85: Exxon-Mobil oil forecast for demand and supply 

 
Non-OPEC production will climb in particular due to Russia and Caspian. 
Figure 86: Exxon-Mobil oil forecast for Non-OPEC 

 
Non-OPEC production will peak before 2020 over 45 Mb/d, with the lion’s share of the 
growth coming from Russia and Caspian with 14 Mb/d. My forecast (see figure 75) is much 
less since Russia should peak around 8 Mb/d 
 
-6-2-1-4-: Comparison 
Figure 87: world, OPEC & NOPEC liquids production with forecasts compared to USDoE & 
Exxon-Mobil 
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Figure 88: world oil (liquids) production with different scenarios 

 
Lynch 2001 forecasts 150 Mb/d in 2030, as he believes in an ultimate of 6 Tb. 
 
-6-2-2-IIASA 
The IPCC 2000 report, which is used by everyone to discuss on global warming and Kyoto 
rules, is based on 40 scenarios by IIASA. These scenarios for oil are plotted on the next graph 
(that I presented in 2000 at IIASA workshop) and despite showing a very large range, the 
most likely forecast from technical data is on the lower side of the range. IIASA scenarios for 
gas (based on hydrates) are even more unrealistic than oil. It seems that no one who debates 
on IPCC results has looked at the IIASA scenarios, as I did not find any mention of the 
reliability of the scenarios. 
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Figure 89: IIASA oil scenarios & mine 

 
It is obvious that the value of IPCC 2000 report is as good (as bad) as the value of the oil and 
gas scenarios 
 
-7- Costs and prices 
-7-1-Cost 
Many authors report reserves in function of cost, giving a very low cost for Middle East.  
First, costs are more confidential than reserves and more unreliable. Many lie (often by 
omission) in order to confuse the stock market. Publishing low costs (only operating costs) is 
the best way to give a misleading impression on profit. Real cost should involve every 
expenditures, all exploration, all development and production cost, all administrative cost, all 
financial cost and all taxes. For the US, the military expenditures to control the flow of oil (50 
G$/a before the Iraq war) has to be added to the cost of importing oil. With the present 
expenditures in Iraq, the real cost of imported oil is difficult to evaluate. 
Costs given by operators in $/b should be estimated for the full life of the fields, which range 
from few years to more than a century. It is almost impossible to get a reliable cost on a one-
century life as amortization and discounting vary according to authors (they are never given) 
and completely change the result. Annual cost can be given (forgetting past investment) by 
taking all costs of the producer, divided by the volume of production. Most oil companies are 
integrated and it is difficult to separate the different business. Only producers with old fields 
could forget past investments. The largest producer is the state of Saudi Arabia (SA), whose 
nearly only business is to produce and sell oil and thus most past investments could be 
forgotten. It is then easy to take the trade balance of the country (necessary to run the country 
and produce oil) has being the profit of oil business. In 2000, when Saudi oil price was 25$/b, 
Saudi Arabia produced about 8 Mb/d or 3 Gb/a, earning a cash flow of 73 G$. But Saudi 
Arabia only had a trade balance (COFACE 2001) of 6.7 % of GDP or 9 G$, which means that 
the real cost of Saudi oil is 73-9=64/3 or about 20 $/b, and not 1 $/b as it is often reported. 
The only reliable cost is development cost in $/b/d, since development cost are fairly well 
known (by auction to contractors), as well as peak capacity and the spending period is one or 
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two year. Cheap development is about 1 000 $/b/d; North sea development about 5 000 $/b/d, 
deepwater about 10 000 $/b/d. Exxon-Mobil (Tillerson 2003) estimated that adding the 80 
million oil-equivalent barrels per day of new production supply in 2010 could make the cost 
as high as one trillion dollar, or.12 500 $/boe/d. 
Most new prospects (as reported by the media) in the Middle East (Kuwait, Iran) require an 
investment of about 10 000 $/b/d which is the cost of deepwater, therefore talking about 
cheap oil is completely obsolete. Shaybah development (kept confidential) was already 
reported as being over 5 000 $/b/d. Upstream 2002:NIOC three fields Ahwaz, Mansouri, Abe 
Teymour 2,5 G$ for a rise from <250 000 b/d to 550 000 b/d = 8 000 $/b/d; Azadegan 8 G$ 
for 700 000 b/d = 11 000 $/b/d. Petroleum Economist 2002:  Nigeria Bonga 2,7 G$ for 200 
000 b/d = 13 000 $/b/d, Yoho 1,2 G$ for 150 000 b/d = 8 000 $/b/d; Angola Hungo & 
Chocalho 3,4 G$, for 250 000 b/d = 13 600 $/b/d 
Tarsands and extra-heavy oils current plants range from 25 000 to 40 000 $/b/d (but the 
plateau period could be 5 to 10 times longer than deepwater). IEA 2002: Athabasca Shell 
plant 5,7 G$ for 155 000b/d = 37 000 $/b/d. Orinoco three joint-ventures 13,3 G$ for 0,6 
Mb/d in 2006 = 22 000 $/b/d 
GTL (forecast) is over 40 000 $/b/d (assuming also a very low gas cost): Shell project in 
Qatar 5 G$ for 140 000b/d from 1.6 Gcf/d (giving an oil equivalent double of calorific value, 
meaning that the loss is about 50%). 
It is obvious that cheap oil is something of the past. It seems that it is cheaper for the 
international oil companies to “drill” in stock market than in frontier areas, as mergers seem 
to be the way to increase production instead of new discoveries.  
Economists believe that oil price should trend to the marginal cost (for them being the 
operating cost), but in fact oil price should trend to the substitute cost. If the substitute is 
renewable, it should trend towards 100 $/b after the peak and not 20-25 $/b as in most 
USDOE and IEA forecasts. 
 
-7-2-Oil price 
I always refuse to forecast any oil price since it depends upon human behaviour, which is 
often very irrational. Furthermore no one can claim that he was right for a long period on oil 
price forecast. It is obvious that oil supply cannot follow a constant growth in oil demand as 
forecasted by politicians for the next three decades. And in front of shortages, oil price will 
jump and the demand will fall as energy is very poorly used, mainly by North Americans who 
consumes twice more than Europeans for a similar life standard. It is likely that oil price will 
be chaotic in this decade, depending very much upon the demand and on the strength of 
OPEC. OPEC mechanism has been the cause of oil price stability since 1990. 
It is likely that with the fall of the dollar, oil could be priced in euro in Europe, and maybe in 
the Middle East. But the only way to solve the future energy problem is to have a high energy 
price (if producers and consumers recognize that the price has to be the price of the 
alternative) in order to oblige consumers to save energy, and it should be easy as in 1979, 
since energy is very poorly used for being too cheap. There is no gas meter in Moscow since 
heating is included in the rent of a house. Oil consumption represents less than 2% of world 
GDP even though oil is the base of present world wealth. 
 
-8-Oil demand 
Shell believes that oil demand will fall because oil will be replaced by natural gas = the fuel 
of the 21st century. 
Sheik Yamani said: "The Stone Age did not end because the world ran out of stones  -- and 
you can expect the Oil Age to end long before the world runs out of oil." The stone age did 
not end because we ran out of stone. It ended because we found better substitute as we moved 
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through the bronze and iron ages. The problem is that there is no better substitute to oil. Gas is 
not really a substitute since there will be shortage of gas in North America before there is an 
oil shortage. I can only see nuclear and coal, for renewable will hardly become the base. 
Hydrogen presently comes almost exclusively from natural gas. The only real long-term 
substitute for oil is synthetic oil coming from coal, nuclear (via hydrogen). Renewables will 
only stay only at a minor percentage for a very long time.  
 
-8-1-Population 
Half of the population has a low fertility rate and will disappear, when the other half has a 
high rate and is overcrowded, mainly with unoccupied young people. 
The present civilisation, in particular the American way of life is based on cheap energy and 
on consumption. We live in a culture of growth. But growth cannot stay forever in a limited 
world. Growth cannot continue in Europe when population is on the decline. Immigration 
cannot solve the decline of western civilisation, when most are refusing to accept its values. 
Russian population will decline sharply in 2050, as Italy or Spain. UN data shows an obvious 
correlation between fertility rate and woman education. 
Figure 90: Fertility rate versus woman education for 152 countries. 

 
Figure 91: oil consumption per capita and fertility rates for 184 countries 
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The 24 countries with a fertility rate over 6 children per woman (head of the list: Niger, 
Yemen, Somalia) have an oil consumption per capita of less than one barrel per year (except 
Saudi Arabia). In the long-term if they keep a low consumption, they will represent the 
majority of world population, as top consumers will be extinct and the world energy 
consumption will fall drastically.  
In brief, present fertility behaviour could solve the energy problem in the long term.  
 
-8-2-Economy 
The US with 5 % of the world population consumes 25 % of the energy and borrows 75% of 
world savings to keep consuming. This trend cannot continue forever and I am more 
pessimistic on economy future than on oil. The US growth is measured with GDP, which 
represents expenditures and not wealth. Iraq war expenditures increase GDP. US core 
inflation is measured excluding food and energy. Economic indicators are as flawed as 
reserves. Chinese growth may fall if US economy falls. 
For the next decade oil demand will be a bumpy plateau around 80 Mb/d. 
 
-8-3-Agriculture 
Present agriculture, relying mainly on fertilizer, is transforming oil and gas into food. The 
world total grain has been culminating for the last 8 years and for the last 4 years consumption 
has been higher than production. Grain reserves are declining sharply. Thinking about using 
corn to replace oil (via ethanol) seems to be difficult when there will soon be a grain shortage. 
Figure 92 World total grain production & consumption 
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-Conclusions  
There is not any more frontier area left, now that the deepwater discoveries are already on 
decline. 
Constant growth (as in Business as Usual) is impossible on long-term in a limited earth. 
What goes up must come down. Everything on earth will die one day. 
Technology cannot change geology and physics of reservoirs.  
Technology is necessary to produce faster and cheaper conventional fields, but hardly 
increases reserves. Technology is necessary for unconventional fields (Athabasca and 
Orinoco), but up to now these fields were not reported as reserves (except by OGJ). 
Oil forecasts should be for all liquids, including refinery gains, which depend upon crude 
imports and are considered as domestic supply.  
Official oil demand forecasts at 120 Mb/d in 2020 or 2030 seem unrealistic. 
Oil production has already peaked in 1979 and then declined not because of high oil price, but 
because of the belief that oil price will go to 100 $/b in the future, leading to energy savings. 
After the counter shock of 1985, many do not want to believe anymore in high price and 
energy savings. 
Oil is too cheap in percentage of GDP (>2%) compared to its importance in modern life, 
which is based on cheap energy. 
Energy has to be priced to its real cost (all subsidies should be removed) and taxes should be 
imposed to reach the price of real substitute until it occurs. Substitute cost is more than 5 
times the oil price. 
There is no real substitute for oil except synthetic oil. 
Half of the world population, which has a fertility rate of less than replacement and high 
woman education, is condemned to disappear if it does not change. The other half, which has 
high fertility rate, low woman education and low energy consumption (outside ME producers) 
will prevail in the next century. Are they going to follow the behaviour of the first half?  
Oil demand will fall with population decline. 
For short-term, a bumpy plateau is likely as constraints will come more from demand than 
supply. Oil price could vary wildly if OPEC mechanism does not stay. 
For long-term, a significant decline in oil production will occur after 2020-2025 if demand is 
low, after 2010-2015 if demand is high. 
Remedies: 
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-high-energy price is the only way to solve the coming energy crisis (first with natural gas) 
-stop consuming goods and wasting energy 
-start saving energy (more insulation, less transports) and change behaviour 
 
Growth has no future on long-term. It is better to start changing our way of life now. 
Decline (politically incorrect word) has to be accepted to make room to the next cycle. 
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